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Abstract 
Blokhuis, A. and A.E. Brouwer, Locally K,,, or Petersen graphs, Discrete Mathematics 
106/107 (1992) 53-60. 
We determine all graphs with the property that each of its local graphs (point neighbourhoods) 
is isomorphic to either the Petersen graph or the complete bipartite graph K,,,. This answers a 
question of J.I. Hall. 
Let K be a graph or a class of graphs. A graph r is called locally K when for 
each vertex x of r the graph T(X) induced on the set of neighbours of x in r is 
isomorphic to (a member of) K. There is an extensive literature on the topic of 
local characterization, that is, finding for given K all graphs that are locally K; 
see, e.g., [l-4,6-17]. 
Hall asked which graphs are locally {K3,3, T(5)}, where T(5) is the Petersen 
graph. (This is the last open case in the classification of locally cotriangular 
graphs, cf. [13, p. 1171.) In this paper we answer this question. Let ~1 denote the 
number of vertices (finite or infinite) of the graph c 
Theorem. Let the connected graph r be locally (K3,3, T(5)}. Then either r is 
locally K3,3, and r = K3,3,3 (with u = 9), or r is locally Petersen, and r is one of 
three graphs with v = 21, 63, 65, respectively, or both local isomorphism types 
actually occur, and r is one of two graphs with v = 13, 25, respectively, to be 
described below. 
Classifying locally complete multipartite graphs is trivial (cf., e.g., [5, Proposi- 
tion 1.1.5]), and classifying locally Petersen graphs is highly nontrivial, but was 
done by Hall [lo]. Thus, in this note we may assume that both local isomorphism 
types actually do occur. Let K and P be the sets of points x such that T(x) is 
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isomorphic to K3,3 and T(5), respectively. The elements of K and P will 
sometimes be called K-points and P-points, respectively. 
We first describe the two examples. 
(i) For two graphs A, B, let A @ B d enote the graph whose vertex set is the 
disjoint union of the vertex sets of A and B, with induced subgraphs A and B on 
them, and where each vertex a E A is joined to every vertex b E B. Then 
G @ T(5) is locally {K3,3, T(5)} 2nd has n = 13 vertices (and IPI = 3, (KI = 10). 
(ii) For the locally {K3,3, T(5)} graph on v = 25 vertices we have three 
descriptions. 
(a) Take as vertices the 15 pairs ii and the 10 partitions ijk;lmn of a 6-set. Join 
two pairs when they are disjoint, and join a pair to a partition when it is 
contained in one of its two parts. Clearly, the partitions are K-points, and the 
pairs are P-points. 
(b) Equivalently, let P be the collinearity graph of the generalised quadrangle 
of order 2 (on 15 points). Let K be the set of 10 pairs of mutually orthogonal 
hyperbolic lines in P, and join each element of K to the six points incident with 
one of its two lines. 
(c) Still another description lives inside PG(2,5): take the 10 interior and the 
15 exterior points of a conic; join an interior to an exterior point when they are 
joined by a secant, and join two exterior points when the line joining them is not 
a tangent. 
Let r be a connected locally {K3,3, T(5)} graph. In a series of steps we shall 
prove that if both K-points and P-points occur, then rmust be one of the above 
two graphs. First some notation. We shall denote a K3,3 on the vertex set 
{a, b, c, p, q, r} with independent sets {a, b, c} and {p, q, r} by [a, 6, c;p, q, r]. 
We shall denote the set of neighbours of the vertex a of T(a), and the set of 
vertices at distance i from a by &(a). The set of common neighbours of two 
vertices a, b at distance two is denoted by ~(a, b), and the subgraph induced on 
such a set is called a p-graph. More generally, if A is a set of vertices, then A’ 
denotes the set of vertices at distance at most one from each vertex in A. Let - 
denote adjacency in r 
(1) Each p-graph has only vertices of valency 1 or 3. Those of valency 1 are 
P-points, and those of valency 3 are K-points. 
Proof. If p E ~(a, b), then the neighbours of p in ~(a, 6) are the common 
neighbours of a and b in T(p). q 
At this point, the possible p-graphs are Kz, 2K2, 3K2, K,,,, K3,D, a Petersen 
graph, or the 6-point tree X’ U y L for an edge xy in the Petersen graph (that is, 
all subgraphs of K3,3 or the Petersen graph where all vertices have degree 1 or 3). 
The following step will rule out the last three possibilities. 
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(2) When two K-points are adjacent, r is the complete union G @ P (v = 13) or 
K3.3.3 (v = 9). 
Proof. Let p and q be adjacent K-points. Say T(p) = [a, b, c; q, k, I] and 
r(q) = [a, b, c; P, m, n]. If one of a, b, c is a K-point, then r = K3,3,3 and we are 
done. 
So, assume that a, b, c are P-points. If ,u(a, b) = r(a), then all points of r(a) 
are K-points, and each point x E I’(a) has a unique neighbour x’ outside 
r(a) U {a, b}. But then x’ is adjacent to the three neighbours of x in r(a), that -- 
is, x’ does not depend on X, and r = K3 G3 T(5). 
So, assume that p(a, b) = {p, q, k, I, m, n}. Then k, 1, m, n are P-points. In 
r(k) and in r(l), the common neighbour of the three points a, b, c is p, see Fig. 
1, but p +m, so p(k, m) and ~(f, m) must be subgraphs 3Kz of r(m). Say 
p(k, m) consists of the edges a -a’, b -b’ and c-c’, so that a’, b’, c’ are 
P-points. Let X, x’, x” be the remaining three points of T(k)\(T(m) U {p}), 
where for example x = {k, a, b’} I. Similarly, let y, y’, y” be the remaining three 
points of T(m)\(T(k) U {q}), where for example y = {m, a, b’}‘. 
Looking at r(a) we see that x -y, so that T(y) contains the quadrangle 
a-m- b’ -x -a. It follows that y (and similarly each of X, x’, x”, y’, y”) is a 
K-point. Now p(I, m) also is a 3K,, and since there are no other P-points left in 
r(m), it follows that ,u(k, m) = ~(1, m). But looking at r(a) again, we see that 
I +-a’, contradiction. q 
(3) The graph rdoes not contain a K4. In particular, ifxy is an edge in G(a), then 
p(a, x) and ,u(a, y) do not have an edge in common. 
Proof. Indeed, otherwise some local graph would contain a triangle. Cl 
(4) Ifd(a, b) = 2 and p(a, b) z K1,3, and b -d E &(a), then ,u(a, d) = K2 or K,,3. 
Proof. Let p be the point of valency 3 in @(a, b), and let T(p) = [a, b, c; q, r, ~1. 
Since K-points are non-adjacent, a and b are P-points. In T(b) the vertices p and 
d have a unique common neighbour, q say. Now the vertices of r(a) 
non-adjacent o p form a hexagon H, and 4 is adjacent to two opposite vertices of 
this hexagon, and we see that H U {q} does not have a subgraph 2K2 containing 
4. 17 
Fig. 1 
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(5) Zf a -x - y - b is a geodesic, then x, y E P. 
Proof. By symmetry it suffices to show x E P. But if x E K, then ~(a, y) = K1,3, 
and every neighbour of y has a neighbour in ~(a, y), so that in particular 
d(a, b) s 2, contradiction. Cl 
Let us call the point b in P,(a) for which ~(a, b) = KI,3 red points (with respect 
to a), and the subgraph induced by them the red graph. Let us call the points in 
&(a) for which ~(a, b) = K2 white points. 
(6) If P(u) has four K-points, then v = 25 and P is uniquely determined. 
Proof. If b is red, then the number of red neighbours of b equals the number of 
K-points in r(u)\P(b). Thus, if P(u) has four K-points, then the red graph is 
regular of valency three. On the other hand, each K-point is neighbour of two red 
points, so the red graph is a 2-cover of K 4, necessarily the cube 23. A red point 
has no neighbours in G(a), and 3 red and 3 (pairwise non-adjacent) white 
neighbours. Each P-point of P(u) has 4 red neighbours, and 2 other neighbours 
in P,(u) which must be white, since they have a red neighbour. Thus, there are 6 
white points, and no other points occur in P*(u). Since the two white neighbours 
of a P-point in r(u) are non-adjacent, T,(u) = 0, and u = 25. Since each white 
point is non-adjacent o at least two other white points, and adjacent to (at least, 
hence precisely) four red points [consider the common neighbours of a white 
point and a K-point in P(u)], all six white points are K-points. Now each P-point 
is adjacent to precisely four K-points, and can take the role of a. The P-points 
carry the collinearity graph of GQ(2,2). This graph has exactly 10 subgraphs K3,3 
(unions of two orthogonal hyperbolic lines), and this determines r q 
(7) Zf d(u, b) = 2 and ~(a, b) = 3K2, then K = 0 (and P = Z’(7) (v = 21)). 
Proof. We have {a, b} U y(u, 6) E P. Let b - c E P,(a). Locally in b we see that 
r(c) n p(u, b) = z3, so that (by (4)) ~(a, c) = 3K2 and hence c E P. For 
p E ~(a, b) we see that P(p) n G(u) is a hexagon, so that the neighbours of p in 
G(u) lie in the connected component of b in r,(u), and hence all are P-points. 
Finally, if p -q E P(u)\p(u, b), then in P(p) the vertices b and q have a common 
neighbour c, and by the above also q E P. It follows by connectedness of P that all 
points are P-points. (Now apply Hall [lo].) q 
(8) If for some vertex a there is a vertex b E rz(a) such that p(a, b) = 2Kz, then 
this holds for all vertices, and all vertices are P-points, so that Tis locally Petersen. 
(No such graph I’ exists.) 
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Proof. Suppose that ~(a, b) = 2K,. Then all vertices of {a, 6) U ,~(a, b) are 
P-points. Call an edge xy in T,(a) green if {a, x, y}’ # 0, and let A be the graph 
spanned by the green edges. Locally in b we see that if bc is green, then - 
{u, b, c}~ = K2 SO that (by (4)) ,~(a, c) = 2K,. If p E ~(a, b), then T,(a) n T(p) r-T 
T(b) consists of two non-adjacent vertices c, c’, and the three singletons 
{a, p, x}l for x = c, b, c’ are distinct. It follows that when x varies over the 
connected component B of A containing b, the graphs ,~(a, x) cover r(u) and are 
all isomorphic to 2Kz, so that r(u) consists entirely of P-points. Interchanging 
the roles of a and x for x E B shows that for each vertex d E r(u) there is a vertex 
x E r2(d) with p(d, x) = 2K2. By connectedness of r, all points are P-points. 
(Now apply Hall [lo].) Cl 
(9) For no edge xy does it happen that T(x) n I’(y) consists of three K-points. 
Proof. Suppose T(X) n I’(y) = {p, q, r} consists of three K-points. If a E G(x) fl 
G(y) then {a, x, y}’ = 0, and since u has neighbours in T(x) n T,(y) (which are 
red with respect to y) it follows from (4) that ~(a, x) z ~(a, y) z K2. But on the 
other hand, each of ,~(a, p), ~(a, q) and p( a, r consists of a single edge, and ) 
these three sets are pairwise disjoint, so a has 6 neighbours in (T(X) n G(y)) U 
(&(x) n T(y)), contradiction. q 
(10) r has diameter at most 4, and having diktunce 0 or 4 is an equivalence 
relation. Zf d(u, b) = 4, then T(b) E &(a); in fact T(b) is a connected component 
of w. 
Proof. Suppose a - a, - u2 - u3 - b is a geodesic in II Then a,, u2, a3 are 
P-points, since K-points in &(a) have no neighbours in r,(u). Let 6i be the point 
{a, al, +. Let b2 and c2 be the points {a,, u2, u3}l and {b,, u2, u~}~, 
respectively. Let b3, c3, d3 be the points {x, u3, b}l for x =u2, b2, c2, 
respectively. Then we see that all common neighbours of u3 and b lie in T,(u). By 
varying u3 we conclude that T,(u) fl T(b) is regular of degree three, so that 
T(b) c &(a). One also finds by varying u2 that &(a) fl r(u,) is a subgraph of 
degree at least two of the hexagon T(uJ\bl, so is this hexagon; in particular, b is 
the only neighbour of u3 in r,(u). Since the connected component of r,(u) 
containing u3 is contained in T(b), any other point in r,(u) must have distance 4 
to b. q 
(11) If d(u, b) = 3 where a E K and b E P, then b has u neighbour in &(a). In 
particular, b is not adjacent to any K-point in &(a). It follows that each point of 
G(u) has 6 neighbours in G(u). 
Proof. Put A := I’(u) n G(b) and B := T,(u) n I’(b). By (5) we have A u B E P. 
Each point x EA has two (adjacent) neighbours in B, and each point y E B has 
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two (adjacent) neighbours in A, so that IAl = IBI. In A all cycles have even 
length, and in B the shortest cycle of even length has length 6, so IAl = JBI = 6, 
and B induces a hexagon. Now b has a unique neighbour c non-adjacent to any 
point of B, and three other neighbours in &(a). If c E r,(a) then we are done. 
Any K-point in &(a) has at least 4 neighbours in G(a), but c has four neighbours 
in r,(u), so c is a P-point, and can play the same role as b. Consider the edge bc. 
By (9) the three common neighbours of b and c are not all K-points. Let d be a 
P-point in { 6, c}‘. Then also d can play the same role as b. If d has a neighbour 
e E P,(u), then e is adjacent to the neighbours of d in T3(u), and in particular 
e-b, contrary to assumption. Hence Z(d) n G(u) = K,,,, but this K,,, contains 
the edge bc, and {b, c, d}l = 0. Contradiction. Cl 
(12) If d(u, b) = 4 and a E K, then also b E K. 
Proof. Suppose that b E P. Count edges between A := G(u) n T,(b) and 
B := G(u) n T(b). All points in A U B are P-points; each point of B has 6 
neighbours in A and each point of A has 2 neighbours in B. Since IBl = 10, this 
forces IAl = 30, but ITz(a)l = 18, contradiction. q 
(13) ff a E K, then I&(u)1 =S 1. 
Proof. Suppose that a, b, c are pairwise at distance 4. Then G(u) = T,(b) = G(c). 
Let us call this set A. The internal valency of A is at least 4, and each point x E A 
has two neighbours in each of r(u), T(b) and T(c). Thus A consists entirely of 
P-points, and v = 3(1+ 6) + 18 = 39. On the other hand, for x E A each point in 
XI is a P-point, and we find IT,,(x)l = 1 + 10 + 30 = 41, contradiction. •1 
We shall continue this game, using P-points to obtain a lower bound for v, and 
K-points to get a contradictory upper bound on v. 
(14) Let p c P and IT(p) fl KI = E. Then (T2(p)( = 30 - 4e, and hence v 2 
lI&(p)I = 1+ 10 + (30 - 4E) = 41- 4E. 
Proof. There are 2~ + 6(10 - 2~) = 60 - 4~ edges between T(p) and G(p). Now 
T2(p) contains 2s red points (with respect to p) each contributing 4 edges, and all 
remaining points contribute 2 edges. Cl 
(15) Each P-point is adjacent to at least two K-points. No two K-points have 
distance 4. 
Proof. If some P-point is not adjacent to any K-point, then (14) with E = 0 says 
that v 2 41. But counting around a K-point, we find v G 1 + 6 + 18 + 12 + 1 = 38, 
contradiction. This latter estimate can be sharpened to v =Z 1 + 6 + 18 + 9 = 34 
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when for some K-point a we have &(a) = 0. But if some P-point p is adjacent to 
a unique K-point a, then (14) with E = 1 says u 2 II’=,,(p)] = 37, so that each 
K-point has a partner at distance 4, and if d(a, b) = 4 then d(b, p) = 3, so that 
u 2 37 + 1 = 38 and equality holds everywhere. Since all K-points play the same 
role, each P-point is adjacent to at most one K-point, and hence 2) s 1 + 6 + 18 + 
9 = 35, contradiction again. This proves that p is adjacent to at least two 
K-points. But when a, b are K-points at distance 4, then G(a) = T,(b) consists 
entirely of P-points, contradiction. 0 
(16) Each P-point is adjacent to precisely 3 K-points. 
Proof. Suppose the P-point p is adjacent to 2 K-points only. Then (14) with E = 2 
yields IJ 2333. On the other hand, counting around a K-point a, we find 
v d 1 + 6 + (3 + 15) + 7 = 32, where the 3 is a lower bound for the number of 
K-points in &(a), and the 7 = [15*3/6] an upper bound for the number of 
K-points in P,(a). Contradiction. q 
Doing the same calculation now again, we find around a K-point: v G 
1 + 6 + (6 + 12) + 2 = 27 (note that the 6 K-points in P,(a) provide 24 adjacencies 
for the 12 P-points in &(a)) and around a P-point ((14) with E = 3): u 2 29. This 
final contradiction completes the classification. 
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